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● A brief review of Humanities Data
● Why we need to learn statistical concepts
● Our two sample datasets 
● Statistical concepts and useful vocabulary
● Hands-on visualization of our data
● Hands-on statistical test with our data! 

What We’re Doing Today



● Data are gathered and created as part 
of the research process and are often:
○ Interpretive
○ Ambiguous
○ Unstructured

● Data need to be structured to meet the 
needs of your visualization method or 
statistical test

● Your research question will ground the 
process of creating and structuring your 
data

Humanities Data



Source: https://www.digitalpanopticon.org

Humanities Data Visualization



● Research Project: tracking 
use of the word “resentment” 
in American periodicals.

● Data source: ProQuest 
Historical Newspapers 
Database

● Issues:
○ Average per year not 

contextualized within 
number of words per issue

Sample Dataset: Tracking Word Usage



● Research Question: Is there a significant difference in the number of words 
used by male & female authors?

○ Hypothesis: e.g., women, on average, will have written shorter books published during this 
time period than men.

● Data: a corpus of children’s literature and the associated metadata 
● Metadata gives us the author’s gender and the number of words per 

publication

(Source: Alan Liu, ed. Digital Humanities Resources for 
Project Building. 
http://dhresourcesforprojectbuilding.pbworks.com/)

Sample Dataset: 1880s Children’s Literature



Target population and generalization
What’s the population you want to be able to say something 
about, to make inference about? 

Sampling frame
Materials, procedures, and devices (lists, maps) that identify, 
distinguish, and allow access to the elements of the target 
population.  (Lessler and Kalsbeek 1992:44)

Undercoverage 
Ineligibles 

Samples and Related Considerations



Probability sample 
Census
Random sample, stratified random sample, etc.

Non-probability sample 
Convenience sample, snowball sample, etc.

Sample Types



Sampling frame 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers 
database

Sample type 
Non-probability (purposive) sample of 
newspapers from that database

Generalizability of sample 
These three papers, this time period

Example: Resentment Dataset 



Sampling frame
Project Gutenberg

Sample type
Census? Random?

Generalizability
Only to those texts

Example: Children’s Literature Dataset



Cross-sectional

Panel
Time series

Data Types



Categorical

Scale

Variable Types



Cross-sectional data (children’s literature)
• Categorical variables: Is there an association between author’s sex 

and genre of the work composed?
Chi-square test: test association between two categorical variables

• Scale: Is there a significant (i.e., statistically significant) difference in 
the word length of books between men and women?

Independent samples t-test: can test difference between means
Null hypothesis: There is no significant difference in book length

Time-series data (anger/resentment data)
Special methods

Data Types, Variable Types, & Statistical 
Testing



• Two	categorical	variables
• Observed	frequencies,	not	rates	or	percentages
• Independent	observations
• Random	or	stratified	random	sample
• Large	enough	sample	size
• Normally	distributed	data

There	would	be	other	details	to	attend	to	with	this	dataset

Assumptions of these tests: chi-square



For testing whether the difference between two values is significant, 
that is, greater than we would expect by chance
• Dependent variable is continuous
• Random or stratified random sample
• Large sample
• Normally distributed data
• No significant outliers

Assumptions of these tests: t-test



Download the spreadsheet and open it in Excel:
http://tiny.cc/resentment-workshop

-and-

Go to:
http://tiny.cc/color-simulator

Hands-on Data Visualization



To follow along, download the data and instructions here: 

http://tiny.cc/t-test

T-Test



Campus Resources
● Center for Survey Research

○ Email Stacey: sagiroux@indiana.edu

● Social Science Research Commons
○ http:ssrc.indiana.edu

● IDAH Consultation Hours
○ http://idah.indiana.edu/project-support for 

hours
○ Or email idah@indiana.edu 

● Online Tutorials 
○ https://statistics.laerd.com 

Upcoming Events:

Resources

Intro to Humanities 
Data: The Path to 
Complex 
Visualizations and 
Statistics

12pm, January 30, 
Hazelbaker Hall

Virtual Realities: 
Making the 
Humanities in a 
Digital World,
a talk by Dr. William 
“Bro” Adams

5:30p, February 20, 
Woodburn Hall 100

idah.indiana.edu @idah_iu

Resources


